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Abstract. An isomorphism is given between the trace bilinear form of Mestre's

An extensions over Q(t) and a certain quadratic form over Q with base field

lifted to Q(<). This reduces the problem of constructing Än extensions from

Mestre's An 's to that of diagonalizing certain forms over Q. The result ex-

pands a result of Schneps.

1. Introduction

Let « > 4, and denote by Än the unique nonsplit double cover of the alter-

nating group An . For odd « , Mestre has constructed a family of polynomials

Ft(X) £ <Q(t)[X] whose splitting fields are regular An extensions of Q(t). Many

of these extensions embed in regular Än extensions of Q(t). In this note we

show that one can explicitly construct all such extensions. Theorems of Crespo
[1] describe how to construct such extensions given a diagonalization of the

trace bilinear form, and we reduce the problem of diagonalization over Q(t)
to that over Q. Specifically, if one writes Fq(X) = P(X) as a product of (not

necessarily irreducible) polynomials Y\si=xPi(X) in Q[X] and has bases for the

trace bilinear forms T¡ on Q(X)/(p¡(X)) for each /, then a basis for the trace
bilinear form T on Q(t)(X)/(F,(X)) can be given explicitly.

The special case of this result in which each p¡(X) is linear was proved by

Schneps [3]; her result allows the construction of Än fields associated to Mestre

An 's over Q(i) with the roots of P(X) adjoined. Our result, on the other

hand, relaxes the condition on the roots of P(X) ; we are then able to construct

all of Mestre's Ä„ 's over the ground field Q, which provided the motivation
for this paper. Also, Feit used these methods and the Mestre A5 associated to
p(x) - 9x-l0x3+x5 to produce an irreducible polynomial over Q with Galois

group Äs, whose coefficients are much smaller than any so far constructed with

Schneps's earlier result. It is included in the appendix.

2. Main result

Let K be a field of characteristic not 2. Serre has determined a necessary

and sufficient condition for a Galois extension of K with Galois group An to
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be embedded in an Ä„ extension:

Theorem 1 [4]. Let L/K be a Galois extension of fields with group An, and let

f(X) be a monic irreducible polynomial over K of degree « with splitting field

L. Set E - K(X)/(f(X)). Then L embeds in a Galois extension of K with
group Än if and only if the trace bilinear form TrE/K(X2) has trivial Hasse-Witt

invariant.

The determination, then, of whether or not an extension given by a Mestre

polynomial with Galois group A„ lifts to an Än extension amounts to the

computation of the Hasse-Witt invariant, and this computation is made less
difficult by the fact that the trace form is independent of t and hence can be

taken at t — 0. To use Crespo's results to construct the Ä„ extension one

requires an explicit isomorphism, over Q(t), between the trace bilinear form

given in Serre's theorem and either the sum of « squares X\ H-\-X2 or one

of the forms X2 H-h X2_4m - X2_4m+l-X2 . (Her formula may require a

simple transformation of this isomorphism.) We shall show that finding such an

isomorphism can be reduced to finding an isomorphism at t = 0, i.e., between

certain forms over Q. This permits the explicit construction of Än extensions

over Q(t) and hence, by Hubert's Irreducibility Theorem, over Q.

We first describe Mestre's construction. Let « be an odd integer > 5 , and let

P(X) be the generic monic polynomial of degree « over Q. Mestre shows that
there exist polynomials Q(X) and R(X), unique up to scalar multiplication

and both of degree « - 1 over Q, such that R(X) is prime to P(X) and the

relation PQ' - P'Q = R2 is satisfied. Let S(t) = \[zt-^&, where z runs

through the roots of R(X) ; S(t) is a polynomial in the coefficients of P(X).
Form the polynomial H = ¡sA(S)res(P, R), where Is is the coefficient of the
highest term of S, res(P, R) is the resultant of P and R, and A(S) is the

discriminant of 5. We then have

Theorem 2 [2]. Let p(X) be a specialization of P into Q such that H does not
vanish, and let q(X) be the corresponding specialization of Q. Let xx,x2, ... ,

xn be the roots of f(X) = p(X) - tq(X). Let

E = Q(t)(xx)   and   L = Q(t)(xx, x2, ... , xn).

Then if A(p) is a nonzero square, Gal(L/Q(i)) is isomorphic to An. If also the

Hasse-Witt invariant of the form Tr£/Q(,)(X2) is trivial, then L can be embedded

in a regular Galois extension L'/Q(t) such that Gal(L'/Q(t)) is isomorphic to

An-

We establish some notation. If m(X) £ Q[X] and {Pi}si=x is a set of fixed

polynomials in Q[X], then let ePl>... >Ps(m(X)) = o(m(X)) be the representa-

tive of smallest degree of the image of m(X) under the canonical projection

Q[x] -> Q[X]/(nti PA*)) ■ °ur result is then

Theorem 3. Let p(X), q(X), ft(X), Xj, E, and L be as in Mestre's the-
orem, and let r(X) be the associated specialization of R(X). Fix a factor-

ization of p(X)  =  nLi^'W   over Qffl.  not necessarily of irreducibles.

Then Tte/q^(X2) is isomorphic to Q(i) ®q (±f=, TrVi/q(X2)), where V¡ =
Q(X)/(pi(X)), and, if we are given bases {giX, gi2, ... , gin¡} for the V¡, a
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basis of E/Q(t) which gives this isomorphism is {vij(X)}, where

_ o(gij(X)r(X)\rk=x^i(A(X)-ek))

the e¡ can be chosen as arbitrary distinct rationals, AiX) = AiX, ex, e2,..., es)
is a polynomial over Q of degree at most « which takes the value e¡ on a root

of Pi, and the coefficients of AiX) form a solution to an explicit system of linear

equations in the coefficients of the p¡(X) and in the e¡.

Corollary. If the trace form Tr£/Q(() is a sum of squares and the matrix (v¡j) + I

is nonsingular, then its determinant gives an element of L whose rational multi-

ples are the complete set of elements whose square roots generate Än extensions

over Q(t) containing L.

Proof. We wish to find an A(X) £ Q[X] such that

(a) for any root y/ of p(X), A(ip) e Q, and
(b) if y/ and y/' are roots of p¡(X) and Pv(X) with i ¿ i', then Aiy/) /

Aiw').
Since Res(.P, R) ^ 0, P(X) has distinct roots. Choose the e, rational and

distinct. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists an A(X) £ Q[X]

such that A(X) = e¡ip¡) for each /'. Now A(X) is defined modulo P(X), so

we may choose a representative with degree at most « ; our conditions are then

satisfied.
Now we shall show, by invoking the argument of Serre stated in Schneps's

paper, that the coefficients of the trace form in the basis given above are inde-

pendent of t. First we show that the coefficients are polynomials in Q[i]. Let

B be the integral closure of Q[t] in E. The denominator of vyiX) lies in

the fractional ideal of B generated by r(xx). It follows that utj - vVy under

the trace form Tr£/Q(i)(X2) is the trace of a fraction which has for numerator

an element of B (a polynomial in xx with coefficients in Q c Q[t] ) and for
denominator an element of the fractional ideal of B generated by r(xx )2 . But

(r(xi)2) is the different of the extension E, as follows. The extension E/Q(t)

is regular, and ramification does not occur in Q/Q, so for the computation

of the different we consider E ®Q(t) Q(t) ■ From Mestre's paper we know that

ft(X) has multiple roots when t = 44 for a root z of r(X). When that

happens, z is a triple root of f(X) with all other roots distinct. Therefore,

(xx - z)2 divides the different for each root z of r(X). Since Mestre gives the

discriminant of f(X) as X(t-^A)2 with XeQ and z running over the roots

of r(X), no other primes in Q(i) may ramify. We have shown then that the

different D of E ®q(í) Q(í) and hence of E is (r(xx)2). Now by definition of

the different, Tr£/Q(/)(aZ)-1) £ Q[f] for any a £ B; since D~x = (l/r(xi)2),
the coefficients of the trace form are polynomials in t.

Now we show that the coefficients of the trace form have no poles at infinity.

Fix a coefficient of the form as i//; • vpy for some i, j, i', / . Notice that it is a
sum of fractions each with numerator and denominator in Q[xk] for some k,

and this sum is symmetric with respect to xx, x2, ... , xn . The degree of each

numerator is less than or equal to 2(« - 1) by virtue of the action of o, while

the degree of each denominator is 2(« - 1). Now reducing to a single fraction
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with a denominator which is the product of the former denominators, we get a

fraction which has as numerator a symmetric function of xx, x2, ... , xn and

for denominator a constant times the norm from E to Q(i) of r(xx)2 . Using

the coefficients of ft(X) we can reduce both the numerator and denominator

to polynomials in t with coefficients in Q. The degree in t of a symmetric
polynomial in the roots xx,x2, ... , x„ of the Mestre polynomial ft(X) is at
most the largest degree of any single x, occurring in any term of the symmetric
polynomial. Hence in our combined fraction the numerator must then have

degree in t less than or equal to 2(« - 1). Now the denominator similarly

can have degree in t at most 2(« - 1), and we know that it attains that de-

gree, as follows. The norm of the different ideal (generated by r(xx)2 ) is the

discriminant ideal (generated by NE/q^r(xx)2 as well as by the discriminant
of the extension), and the nonvanishing of H insures that the discriminant of

the extension in fact has i-degree 2(« - 1). Hence the combined fraction has

no pole at t = co. Since we showed that it was a polynomial in t, it must be

constant and we may compute it at t = 0.

If /' / i' then Vij • v¡?¡» clearly is zero at every root of p(X), forcing the
trace to be zero. If /' = i' then on every root of piX) which is not a root of

Pi(X) the product is zero, and on the roots of p¡(X) it takes the same value as

gij(X)-gpr(X); hence

Vij ' vvy =        ^2       Sij(¥)gi'j'(¥),
Pi(¥)=Pi<(¥)=0

and the isomorphism is valid.

The corollary is a direct consequence of [1].

3. Examples

Example 1 (Schneps's case). Let piX) be a product of Q-linear terms p¡(X) =
X + a¡ such that H does not vanish, and let q(X) and r(X) be the associ-

ated Mestre polynomials. The discriminant of p(X) is clearly a square. Now

A(X) = X has the property that it is rational on every root of piX) ; hence if

we set e¡ - -a¡, then it takes the value e¡ on a root of p¡(X). Set gn(X) = 1
for each /' = 1, 2, ... , « . From the theorem we recover

which is precisely Schneps's normalizing basis.

Example 2 ("Gaussian integer case"). Let p(X) = rT=i(*2 + a2)(X + z),

a,■, z £ Q. We know that TrE/Q(l)(X2) is isomorphic to ¿J_, Xj-YfM X2+j +

X^n+1. If p(X) is ü-general, we then have a basis {viX ,vi2\i= 1,2, ... , «}U

{vn+x j} which is orthogonal and which satisfies viX(X) • viX(X) = 2, vi2(X) •

va(X) = -2a} for i < n, and vH+i X(X) - vn+x X(X) = I :

o(r(X)(X2-z2)U"k=x,k^(X2 + a2))
viX(X) =

vi2(X) =

r(X)(-af-z>)T[»k„l>klli(-aj + al) '

a(Xr(X)(X2-z2)Wnk=x^i(X2 + a2))

r(*)(-a2-z2)n¡U**(-a2 + a*)   '
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and
„       m     °(r(Xmnk=x(X2 + a2))     r(-z)X\l=x(X2 + a2)

^ilW" r(*)nLi(*2+4)   ''•wnLi(^2+^)'
The basis required is then {w;}2n+1 defined by

coi(X) = \vix(X) + ^vi2(X),

con+i{X)=l-uiXiX) + ^vi2iX)

for i in {1,2,... , «}, and eu2,,+i W = vn+x ,(X).

Appendix

Using the theorem with pix) = x5 - IOjc3 + 9x, s = I, and pi(x) = p, and

then substituting t = 755 , W. Feit has found that the following polynomial has

Galois group SL(2, 5) over Q.

22830057073827985769051378114331064989122560000000000

-I- 33141930118541774809970951752456459694951628800000000X2

+1549114612772069701060159753057135406138523648000000x4

+6432558815438053148984779397266910597790269440000x6

+ 6797090943928993724127648019470481780908441600x8

+ 620463002328471734148118489880873359972352jc10

+19761507450848399263280821236298625600*12

+ 250387323794613562120711699282016*14

+ 1066432246438982622881897380X16

+ 872138323995796183051*18

+ 237747342358746X20 + 26087787x22 + x24 .
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